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Abstract
With the enactment of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, Congress has for the third time since 1976
altered the estate tax treatment of joint tenancy property. The Federal estate tax is levied on the economic
value of all property transferred from the taxable estate to the surviving spouse and heirs. Regardless of the
actual value transferred by the right of survivorship, prior law often caused the full value of joint tenancy
property to be taxed in the estate of the first joint tenant to die.^ Congress has, with each recent revision of the
tax law, attempted to make a more equitable determination of the value transferred by the joint tenancy right
of survivorship.
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Introduction
With the enactment of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981,^
Congress has for the third time since 1976 altered the estate tax treat
ment of joint tenancy property. The Federal estate tax is levied on the
economic value of all property transferred from the taxable estate to the
surviving spouse and heirs. Regardless of the actual value trans
ferred by the right of survivorship, prior law often caused the full
value of joint tenancy property to be taxed in the estate of the first
joint tenant to die.^ Congress has, with each recent revision of the
tax law, attempted to make a more equitable determination of the value
transferred by the joint tenancy right of survivorship.
New Internal Revenue Code Section 2040(b)^ provides an easily
administered rule whereby each spouse is considered to own one-half of
all spousal joint tenancy property regardless of which spouse furnished
consideration. Thus, at the death of the first spouse, only one-half of
joint tenancy property will be included in the gross estate. Nonspousal
joint tenancies continue to be taxed under the prior rule where the full
value of joint tenancy property is included in the gross estate of the
first to die unless the executor establishes that the surviving tenant
contributed toward the acquisition of the joint tenancy property.^
Although the new arbitrary rule will continue to distort the value
that is actually transferred by the right of survivorship, the distortion
would appear to be without cost as the unlimited marital deduction will
permit the joint tenancy property to pass to the surviving spouse without
the imposition of a Federal estate tax liability.^ On the surface,
therefore, it may appear as though spouses now have good cause to look
upon the joint tenancy form of ownership with some promise. The right of
survivorship transfer is quick, simple and it operates without triggering
a federal estate tax at the first death.
However, despite the favorable treatment of spousal joint tenancy
property at the death of the first joint tenant, the new law fails to
completely immunize surviving spousal joint tenants and their heirs from
potentially adverse income and estate tax consequences. For example,
because only one-half the value of joint tenancy property is included in
the gross estate of the first to die, the entire property does not
receive the "stepped-up" basis normally accorded persons acquiring prop
erty from a decedent.^ Thus, only that portion of appreciated joint
tenancy property that is included in the gross estate of the first to die
receives a new fair market value basis; a later sale of the property by
the surviving joint tenant would likely produce significant taxable
gain.
Furthermore, the joint tenancy devise continues to transfer a fee
simple absolute interest to the surviving spouse which prevents the use
of life estates, generation skipping trusts and other estate tax saving
vehicles. The effect of the right of survivorship transfer is, there
fore, to stack the property in the estate of the second to die. If the
surviving spouse's estate will be exposed to the federal estate tax, the
stacking of property in that estate will force the depletion of the
amount of property available to the heirs.
Whether existing or potential joint tenants will undertake to create
or preserve a joint tenancy in the wake of the ERTA amendments will
depend not only upon the tax treatment of joint tenancy property but also
upon the ability of the joint tenancy ownership arrang^ent to satisfy
their needs and concerns. The objective of this discussion, therefore,
will be to analyze both the legal and financial consequences of property
ownership in the form of joint tenancy with the right of survivorship•
After documenting the incidence of joint tenancy ownership in Iowa and
analyzing the characteristics of those who choose the joint tenancy form
of ownership, attention will shift to the costs incurred in transferring
joint tenancy property between generations. The analysis will quantify
the financial impact of the federal estate tax on farm estates that vary
both in net worth and utilization of joint tenancy ownership. This
analysis will help measure the extent to which the federal estate and
gift tax provisions encourage joint tenants to alter their ownership
status.
Joint Tenancy Ownership
Nature of the Relationship
Persons who hold property in joint tenancy with the right of survi
vorship share a fee simple absolute ownership interest with their co-
owners. In effect, each joint tenant owns the entire property subject
only to the claims of other tenantCs). Although concurrent identical
interests in the entire property may seem somewhat metaphysical, the
consequence is that each co-owner is entitled to use the whole property
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and to equally share the income or other benefits generated by it*
If, for example, farm real estate is owned in joint tenancy, each joint
tenant will be entitled to determine the cropping of that land and to
share in any profit that is generated. In practice, joint tenants must
make decisions involving use of their jointly owned property as a team;
cooperation between joint tenants is, quite obviously, fundamental.
The feature that most distinguishes the joint tenancy arrangement
from other forms of co-ownership is the right of survivorship tranfer.
Upon the death of a joint tenant, the surviving tenant is automatically
vested with all rights of ownership in the property—irrespective of the
decedent's last will and testament or the laws of intestacy. The Iowa
Supreme Court has explained the right of survivorship transfer as
follows:
In a legal sense, death does not transfer the rights possessed
in the property to the surviving tenants. Death does not
enlarge or change the estate. Death terminates [the dece
dent's] interest in the estate. It is a falling away of the
tenant frcm the estate rather than a transfer through the
decedent's last will and testament.
In contrast, property owned in tenancy in common is distributed
according to the last will and testament of the deceased co-tenant. A
surviving tenant in common, therefore, receives the deceased co-tenant's
interest only if that was the wish of the decedent as expressed in the
will or under the state laws of distribution.
Creating Joint Tenancies
The early common law favored j oint tenancies to such an extent that
a conveyance to two or more persons was considered to be in joint tenancy
unless a contrary intent was expressed. The modern rule, however, is
that any transfer of property (either realty or personalty), to two or
more persons creates a tenancy in common in the absence of an expression
of a contrary intent.
The courts have repeatedly been called upon to determine whether a
given instrument manifests the intent to create a joint tenancy.
Although an instrument may suggest that a joint tenancy is desired (i.e.,
"to husband and wife jointly", the courts have generally required the
language to indicate that the property is to be held with the right of
survivorship,^^ The rationale is that where the right of survivor
ship is provided for, the parties have implicated the unique feature of
the joint tenancy relationship and in so doing have negated the presump
tion that a tenancy in common was intended•
Language in the creating instrument specifying that the property be
taken by the parties as "joint tenants with the right of survivorship and
not as tenants in common" will assure the creation of a joint
12tenancy. The courts, however, have been willing to treat some
relationships as joint tenancies where less explicit language has been
used. If an instrument, read as a whole, manifests an intent to create
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rights of survivorship in joint owners, or if extrinsic evidence
indicates that joint owners desire survivorship rights,^^ a joint
tenancy will likely be recognized.
Although language which is sufficient to create a joint tenancy in a
deed will be equally so in personaltyownership in personal
property is often not documented. Due to the casual nature of most
personal property ownership arrangements, the courts must look for a
manifescation of intent in the parties' words and actions. The
uncertainty which surrounds the co-ownership of tangible personalty is a
problem of some significance in the agricultural sector. Where farm real
estate is owned in joint tenancy, the question arises whether tangible
personalty closely connected to the farmland (i.e., machinery and live
stock) is also subject to the right of survivorship. One commentator has
suggested that where farm real estate is owned by a husband and wife in
joint tenancy, the chances are very great that an Intent will be found to
extend the survivorship right to personal property closely associated
with the land.^^ If both spouses are active participants in the farm
business, it may very well be that the farm realty is held in joint
tenancy in order to minimize the interruption of the farm business upon
the first death (see later discussion with regard to the ease and speed
of the survivorship transfer). Certainly in these instances, the exten
sion of survivorship rights to farm personalty will be consistent with
the couple's desires. In nonspousal joint tenancies, however, the intent
is not so easily inferred from the parties' relationship; the burden of
proving the survivorship right, therefore, may be substantially greater.
Severing Joint Tenancies
Once created, a joint tenancy arrangement is not inviolate. In
fact, the variety of methods by which a joint tenancy may be severed
suggests that the relationship Is somewhat unstable. In general,
however, agreements entered into or actions taken by joint tenants will
not sever the joint tenancy unless the title to the property is affected.
Thus, joint tenants may contract with each other to alter their use of
the property or to reallocate the income derived from the property
without severing the joint tenancy relationship. In those cases where
the co-tenant's actions are sufficient to sever a joint tenancy, the
effect is to terminate the incident of suvivorship; the tenant who severs
or whoever acquires his/her interest becomes a tenant in common with the
other tenants.
Conveyance Although the joint tenancy ownership arrangement does
not restrict the alienability of property, individual joint tenants may
not convey their undivided interests without severing the joint tenancy
in the interest transferred. Following such a conveyance, neither the
purchaser nor the remaining co-tenant own a right of survivorship in the
property.When joint tenants act together to transfer their
property and do not clearly specify that the proceeds are to be taken in
joint tenancy, seme courts have held that such proceeds are taken without
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the right of survivorship.^® Although the failure to recognize the
right of survivorship in proceeds may be consistent with the existing
presumption against joint tenancies, it is less obvious that such a rule
comports with the intent of those joint tenants desiring to sell their
properties. It may be reasonable to assume that joint tenants are
equally desirous of having survivorship rights in the proceeds of a sale
as they were in succeeding to the property itself. Some courts have, in
fact, held that a joint tenancy continues in the proceeds of a sale
1 Q
unless a contrary intent is indicated.^
Contract A single joint tenant's execution of a contract to sell
his/her undivided interest in joint tenancy property will sever the joint
tenancy. In applying the doctrine of equitable conversion, the courts
find that a buyer becomes an equitable ovmer of the undivided interest
upon the execution of a contract. The courts then reason that if such a
buyer were permitted to step into a survivorship relationship with the
original joint tenant, the presumption against joint tenancies would be
violated.
The courts are divided as to whether a sales contract executed by
all joint tenants severs a joint tenancy. Those courts that do not find
a severance until full performance of the sales contract has been
rendered point to the fact that the title remains unchanged in the hands
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of the original joint tenants until the full price is paid. The
Iowa Supreme Court^^ holds that a contract to sell joint tenancy
property entered into by all joint tenants severs the joint tenancy
unless the contract specifically provides that the proceeds are to be
received in joint tenancy. Under the Iowa rule, a subsequent forfeiture
by the purchaser would not restore a joint tenancy relationship where the
contract fails to provide for the receipt of the proceeds as joint
tenancy property.
Mortgage The authorities are divided on whether a mortgage by
one or all joint tenants causes a severance of the joint tenancy. The
rule in a particular jurisdiction depends principally on whether a
mortgage is treated as representing a transfer of title or as merely a
lien to secure repayment. In Iowa and in those other jurisdictions that
view a mortgage as a lien on real property rather than a transfer of
title, the granting of a mortgage interest in joint tenancy property (by
either or both of the co-tenants) should not sever the right of survi-
vorship.23 theory, the mortgage is viewed as merely
subjecting the property to a lien securing the interest of the mortgagee;
title is conveyed only in the event of forfeiture and the expiration of
the redemption period. It follows that under the lien theory, the execu
tion of a mortgage by one or both joint tenants will not disrupt the
joint tenancy title designation.
Lease The courts are also in dispute as to the effect of a lease
on the joint tenancy arrangement. The apparent majority rule is that a
lease by a joint tenant of his or her interest does not cause a
severance. In the majority rule jurisdictions, it is likely that the
lessee's interest will terminate at the death of the lessor
Although such a rule may work a hardship on Innocent lessees, to hold
otherwise would be to defeat the expectations of surviving joint tenants
who assume that unencumbered title to the property will be theirs if they
survive the other joint tenant(s).
Why Use Joint Tenancy?
Whether existing or potential co-tenants will undertake to create
and preserve a joint tenancy will, of course, depend upon the ability of
the joint tenancy arranagement to meet their needs and concerns. This
section briefly discusses some of the advantages and disadvantages of the
joint tenancy form of ownership that should be evaluated by prospective
joint tenants. Consideration of the estate taxation of joint tenancy
property is reserved for a later section.
The notion of equal and shared possession of property undoubtedly
attracts many to the joint tenancy form of ownership. The sense of
security and the feeling of involvement created by the joint tenancy
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arrangement may be especially attractive to those husbands and wives v^o
regard marriage as a partnership and wish to have property ownership
reflect this jointness of effort. Much is to be said for these concerns
as moral and ethical matters, but it is unclear whether the value placed
on the recognition of spousal equality compensates for some of the less
desirable legal implications of the joint tenancy relationship.
Shared ownership concerns notwithstanding, many co-owners choose the
Joint tenancy form of ownership for the ease and speed of the right of
survivorship transfer. For those who are reluctant to make a will
(either for personal or financial reasons), the right of survivorship
transfer provides for a distribution of property that may be more
desirable than what would result under the laws of intestacy, Further
more, because the joint tenancy devise occurs outside the will, the
probate of joint tenancy assets is avoided.
The ability to shield joint tenancy property from the probate
process allows the surviving joint tenant to use this property with
little or no interruption. Personal property, for example, may be freely
appropriated by surviving joint tenants; proof of the other Joint
tenant's death is not required. Marketable title to real estate, on the
other hand, may be perfected merely by the surviving Joint tenant showing
a death certificate for the deceased joint tenant and establishing that
the property is free of a death tax lien.^-^
In addition to allowing the surviving co-tenants to use joint
tenancy property during the estate administration process, the right of
survivorship transfer may also provide savings in the cost of adminis
tering an estate. Many states have a statutory limit on attorneys fees
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for estate administration. In these states, the limit is stated as a
percentage of the probate estate; thus, the exclusion of joint tenancy
property from the probate estate reduces the expense of estate
administration*
Some attention (although not necessarily meritorious), may also be
given to the potential for the right of survivorship transfer to protect
the surviving joint tenants from the creditors of a deceased joint
tenant. Because death terminates rather than transfers a joint tenant's
property interest, both secured and unsecured creditors will be barred
from reaching a decedent's joint tenancy property unless the survivor was
jointly liable on the secured obligation. It should be noted, however,
that the right of survivorship transfer will cancel creditors* claims
only when a decedent's probate property is insufficient to cover his/her
debt •
Perhaps the greatest disadvantage (tax considerations aside) of
joint tenancy ownership, is the loss of flexibility both as to lifetime
use and as to the transfer at death. A person who acquires an Interest
in joint tenancy property does not have the ability to fully control the
property. Particularly constraining in some instances is the inability
of a joint tenant to convey the entire property without the consent of
the other joint owners. Where there is marital discord in spousal joint
tenancies or a falling out between nonspousal joint tenants, the ability
to transfer the full property interest may be seriously impaired.
The joint tenants' concurrent ownership Interests in the entire
property may also cause additional difficulties not present in sole
ownership. Decisions regarding use of the jointly owned property and
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division of income generated by it may be particularly troublesome unless
the co-tenants are able to work as a team. Furthermore, jointly held
bank accounts and government bonds owned in joint tenancy may be readily
appropriated for personal use by a single joint tenant; very little can
be done to prevent an immediate realization of the entire joint tenancy
property by a spendthrift co-tenant.
The unique feature of the joint tenancy form of ownership is, of
course, the automatic transfer of property to the surviving joint tenant.
While it may be perfectly sensible at the present for a joint tenant to
plan to leave a farm to his/her spouse, twenty years from now at his/her
death, changes in the family situation may require a different disposi
tion of that property. Because joint tenants are locked into the right
of survivorship transfer scheme, they are unable to alter the distribu
tion of their property in response to a change in personal or economic
circumstances. Where the survivor is ill, or otherwise disabled, or is a
spendthrift or heavily in debt, a transfer in trust would be more
propitious. The automatic survivorship feature, however, precludes use
of the trust device.
Furthermore, for those who have not carefully considered the impli
cations of the joint tenancy relationship, some very undesirable circum
stances may result. Suppose, for example, a father and son have formed
an "Informal" partnership^^ by agreeing to own the farm assets in
joint tenancy. Unlikely though it may be, assume the son predeceases his
father. At the son's death, the assets will pass to the father; the
decedent's young wife and family will be left without any of the partner
ship property. If the son is like many young farmers, he will have
13
little property outside the partnership to pass on to his wife and
family. Here, the use of joint tenancy ownership has inadvertently left
the wife and family of the decedent in a financially insecure position.
Secondly, assxjme the father predeceases the son. At the father*s
death, the partnership assets will pass to the son and leave him in a
good position to provide for his wife and family. The decedent's wife,
on the other hand, will be left financially insecure unless the decedent
had substantial equity independent of the partnership.
The Use of Joint Tenancy In Iowa
Although many aspects of the joint tenancy arrangement would seem to
discourage its use, analysis of probate files in Iowa indicates wide
spread joint tenancy ownership. To document the incidence of joint
tenancy ownership in Iowa, a sample of estates probated in 1980 was
selected. The sample was drawn according to a design constructed by the
Sample Survey Unit of the Statistical Laboratory at Iowa State Univer
sity. From Iowa's 99 counties, five were included in the sample:
Hamilton, O'Brien, Des Moines, Adair and Winnishlek. The sample
procedure yielded a total of 1631 probate files.
The following data were obtained from each file: 1) sex of the
decedent, 2) occupation of the decedent, 3) marital status at death,
A) size of the gross estate, 5) amount of property owned in spousal joint
tenancies and 6) amount of property owned in nonspousal joint tenancies.
More than one-half (55.56%) of the estates sampled had 75 percent or
more of the gross estate owned in joint tenancy (Table 1). Approximately
17 percent of the entire sample reported joint tenancy ownership of 25-
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75 percent of the gross estate, while the remaining estates (33% of the
sample) reported less than 25 percent of the gross estate as owned In
joint tenancy. Of those estates that listed farming as the occupation of
the decedent, one-third had joint tenancy ownership in excess of 75
percent of the gross estate (Table 1)• Twenty-two percent of the farm
estates listed joint tenancy ownership in the 25-50 percent range, while
the remaining farm estates reported less than 25 percent of the gross
estate as owned in joint tenancy.
Table 1. Percentage of All Estates and Farm Estates Reporting Various
Levels of Joint Tenancy Ownership
Amount of Joint Tenancy
as a % of Gross Estate All Estates Farm Estates
0 - 25% 27.45 44.83
26 - 50% 9.48 11.49
51 - 75% 7.52 10.34
76 - 100% 55.56 33.33
Further analysis^^ confirms that nonfarra estates are more likely
to have a greater percentage of the gross estate owned in joint tenancy
than are farm estates. This is likely explained by the importance of the
residence in the value of the typical nonfarm estate and by the tendency
28
for most married individuals to own their homes in joint tenancy.
In most farm estates, on the other hand, a home represents a smaller
portion of the gross estate, and assets less likely to be owned in joint
tenancy—livestock, stored crops and machinery—will account for a
significant portion of the average farm estate.
With respect to estate size, one-fourth of the large estates
(estates valued at $133,460 or more—the median gross estate size)
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reported joint tenancy ownership of more than 75 percent of the gross
estate (Table 2); two-thirds of these estates were farm estates. Another
one-fourth of the large estates listed joint tenancy holdings of 25-75
percent of the gross estate, while the remaining large estates reported
joint tenancy ownership of less than 25 percent of the gross estate.
Among the small estates, 67 percent had 75 percent or more of the
gross estate owned in joint tenancy; 12 percent reported joint tenancy
ownership in the 25-75 percent range; and 20 percent listed less than 25
percent of the gross estate as owned in joint tenancy.
Table 2. Percentage of Large and Small Estates Reporting Various Levels
of Joint Tenancy Ownership
Amount of Joint Tenancy
as a % of Gross Estate Small Estates^ Large Estates^
0 - 25% 20 45.88
26 - 50% 5.45 20
51 - 75% 7.27 8.24
76 - 100% 67.27 25.88
^Gross estates of $133,460 or less.
^Gross estates of $133,460 or more.
When the sample is further segmented according to gross estate size
(Table 3), an inverse relationship betwen estate size and joint tenancy
ownership becomes apparent. The difference in joint tenancy ownership
between estate size categories is statistically significant at the .05
percent level.
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Table 3. Mean Amount of Joint Tenancy as a % of Gross Estate
Gross Estate Size
Mean % of Gross Estate Owned
Joint Tenancy
$ 0 - 200.000 69.32
200,001 - 400,000 44.47
400,001 - 600,000 25.14
Over 600,000 23-51
Because joint tenancy ownership is often viewed as a will substi
tute, the relationship between the existence of a will and the level of
joint tenancy ownership is also of interest (Tables 4 and 5). Among
those estates reporting 75 percent or more of the gross estate as owned
in joint tenancy, 41 percent did not have a will; of those estates with
less than 25 percent of the gross estate in joint tenancy, only 23
29
percent were without a will. Further analysis ' of the data verifies
that as joint tenancy ownership increased (as a percentage of the gross
estate), the more likely it was that death occurred intestate.
Table 4. Percentage of Testate and Intestate Estates Reporting Various
Levels of Joint Tenancy Ownership
Amount of Joint Tenancy
as a % of Gross Estate Testate Intestate
0 - 25% 30.77 20.41
26 - 50% 12.02 4.08
51 - 75% 9.13 4.00
76 - 100% 48.00 71.43
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Table 5. Percentage of Testate and Intestate Estates Reporting Various
Levels of Joint Tenancy Ownership
Amount of Joint Tenancy as a % of Grc>ss Estate
0-25 26-50 51-75 76-100
Testate
Intestate
76.19
23.81
86.21
13.79
82.61
17.39
58.82
41.18
It appears, therefore, that there has been a tendency to use the
joint tenancy right of survivorship transfer as a substitute for property
distribution by will* The preceding data indicating an inverse relation
ship between estate size and joint tenancy ownership, however, suggests
that individuals with substantial property holdings may be focusing their
attention on the death tax problems of joint tenancy ownership rather
than on the ease of the right of survivorship transfer.
Estate Taxation of Joint Tenancy Property
Indeed, the rapid growth in land values over the last decade and the
trend toward fewer and larger farm firms has created a need for increased
emphasis on estate and business planning. Many farmers have recognized
that the application of the progressive federal estate tax to their
Inflated estates will substantially deplete the amount of property that
may be passed to their heirs. Some, in an effort to Increase the amount
of wealth that may be transferred from their estates, have chosen to
employ estate planning devices such as life estates and/or trusts.
Unfortunately, the inherent inflexibility of the right of survivorship
transfer frustrates or prevents the use of many tax saving strategies.
The right of survivorship transfer is in fee simple and therefore
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precludes the use of a life estate or a trust. The Inability to alter
the outright transfer to the surviving joint tenant means that the full
value of all joint tenancy holdings will be included in the taxable
estate of the surviving joint tenant,
Pre-1982 Provisions
Prior to the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, '^^ joint tenancy
property was subjected to the federal estate tax under one of three
rules. The first of these three provisions, the consideration furnished
31rule, subjected the full value of all joint tenancy property to
federal estate taxation in the estate of the first to die except to the
extent the survivor could prove contribution toward the acquisition of
that property
In many farm estates it has been difficult to produce evidence
showing the wife's contribution of money or effort. Where the husband
died first, therefore, the effect of the consideration furnished rule has
often been to tax the full value of all joint tenancy property in his
estate. Furthermore, the right of survivorship devise to the wife is In
fee simple, so that absent proof of a contribution by the wife, the full
value of the property is again subjected to the federal estate tax in her
estate.
The Congress, in the Tax Reform Act of 1976, attempted to
lessen the estate tax burden that arose from the Inability to document
the surviving spouse's contribution. The fractional interest rule of the
1976 Act excluded one-half the value of all husband-wife joint tenancy
property from the taxable estate of the first to die providing the
19
property was acquired after December 31, 1954 and was subjected to the
federal gift tax.^^
Most transactions creating a joint tenancy were subjected to the
federal gift tax; however, three exceptions to the rule significantly
limited the effectiveness of the fractional interest provision. Joint
r*c
tenancy bank accounts, U.S. government savings bonds held in joint
tenancy,and husband-wife joint tenancies in real estate created
after 1954^^ were not subjected to the federal gift tax and were not,
therefore, eligible for the partial exclusion from the taxable estate
that was provided by the fractional interest rule. Although married
couples were allowed to treat a jointly owned interest in real property
as a gift on a timely filed federal gift tax return, it is believed few
elected to do so.^® Thus, for the agricultural sector (where the
majority of all parcels of land are held in joint tenancy),^® the
fractional interest rule provided little change from the consideration
furnished rule.
Accordingly, the Revenue Act of 1978^*^ made yet another attempt
at correcting the perceived unfairness of the consideration furnished
rule. The credit for service rule of the 1978 Act^^ provided a
formula by which the value of the surviving spouse's contribution to the
business could be calculated and credited toward the ownership of jointly
owned property.
The formula gave the surviving spouse credit in the ownership of
joint tenancy property at the rate of two percent per year of the value
of the jointly held property over the amount of the original considera
tion furnished (plus six percent simple interest). Thus, the credit for
20
services amount plus the value of a surviving spouse*s original contribu
tion could be excluded from the estate of the first to die*
Example A and B, husband and wife, bought a 240-acre farm in
1970 for $36,000 down with title taken in joint tenancy» The transaction
was not reported as a gift on a federal gift tax return. Of the $36,000,
$24,000 came frcm A*s farm income before marriage and $12,000 came from
B*8 earnings from teaching school. At A's death in early 1980, the 240-
acre tract was valued at $400,000. A's estate elected to use the "credit
for services" rule. The amount included in A's estate would be $312,320,
calculated as follows—
1. A's original contribution of $24,000 increased to $38,400 with
six percent simple interest for 10 years, 1970 to 1980. B*s original
contribution of $12,000 grew to $19,200 over the same period, again at
six percent simple interest.
2« The sum of their original consideration plus interest was the
"adjusted consideration" and totaled $57,600 in this example ($38,400 +
$19,200),
3. The value of the property ($400,000) less the adjusted consider
ation ($57,600) left $342,400. The credit for services rate of two
percent per year (20 percent in this example) is multiplied by the figure
of $342,400 with $68,480 as the credit for B's services.
4. The credit for services amount of $68,480 is added to B*s
original contribution plus six percent simple interest ($19,200). The
total amount not included in A*s estate is $87,680. The difference, or
$312,320, is included in A's estate
21
To qualify for the credit for services rule, the surviving spouse
was required to have materially participated in the operation of the
businessIn order to establish material participation, it was
likely that both spouses would be required to report substantial earnings
for the social security tax. If total family earnings exceeded that
amount above which no social security tax was due, crediting both spouses
with Income meant exposing that income above the contribution ceiling to
the PICA tax. On the other hand, where total family earnings were less
than the maximum contribution amount, division of income amongst the
spouses may have resulted in reduced social security retirement benefits
(the division of income would have reduced the principal earner's income
record which would have had the effect of lowering social security
retirement benefits that are based on that earnings record)•
In light of the potential unfavorable social security tax conse
quences arising from the documentation of material participation, the
credit for services rule proved to be an Insignificant addition to the
estate taxation of joint tenancy property. It is likely, therefore, that
the consideration furnished rule governed the taxation of joint tenancy
property in the farm sector until the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981.
ERTA-1981 ProviBions
Under the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, one-half of all joint
tenancy property owned by a husband and wife may be excluded frcm the
gross estate of the first to die (regardless of the decedent's contribu
tion toward the acquisition of that property) The 1981 Act
extends to all joint tenancy property owned by husband and wife; no
22
restrictions are placed on property type or time of acquisition. The
unlimited marital deduction,also included in the 1981 legislation,
will be available to remove the remaining one-half interest from the
deceased's taxable estate. The new provisions, therefore, permit all
joint tenancy property owned by spouses to escape federal estate taxation
at the first death.
The 1981 Act does not, however, eliminate the inflexibility of the
right of survivorship transfer nor does it prevent the stacking of
property in the estate of the second to die. The joint tenancy devi&e
continues to transfer a fee simple absolute interest to the surviving
tenant which prevents the use of life estates, generation skipping
trusts and other tax saving vehicles.
Furthermore, nonspousal joint tenancies continue to be taxed under
the consideration furnished rule whereby the full value of the joint
tenancy property is subject to the federal estate tax in the estate of
the first to die except to the extent the surviving joint tenant can show
contribution to the acquisition of such property.If the survivor
can produce evidence of an independent contribution, the portion of the
joint tenancy property that is proportionate to the survivor's contribu
tion is excluded from the estate of the first joint tenant to die.
To demonstrate an independent contribution, it is recommended that
the executor of the estate be able to produce evidence of one of three
things: 1) a proportionate contribution from originally owned property
or separate earnings, 2) substantial and continuing labor and management
contributions in a business owned by the joint tenants, or 3) a gift or
inheritance received from a third party. The failure to prove an
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Independent contribution results in the complete inclusion of nonspousal
joint tenancy property in the estate of the first to die.
Numerical Analysis of the Estate Taxation
of Joint Tenancy Property
To compare the estate tax treatment of joint tenancy property under
the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 with the estate taxation of joint
tenancy property under prior law, three representative farm estates were
selected and used in simulating the financial Impacts of the change in
law (Table 6). The size of the estates was selected first to reflect the
sample of Iowa estates probated in 1980. The asset composition of each
estate was then specified to reflect the findings of other research and
extension publications. For each illustrative farm estate, three levels
of joint tenancy ovmership were evaluated for the alternative tax treat
ments. The levels of joint tenancy specified for the simulations virere:
1) heavy use—75 percent of the gross estate owned in joint tenancy,
2) moderate use—35 percent of the gross estate owned in joint tenancy
and 3) no use—none of the gross estate owned in joint tenancy.
Table 6. Asset Composition of Three Illustrative Farm Estates
Representative
Estates
$1»500,000
Estate
$750,000
Estate
$350,000
Estate
Land and
Improvements $1,000,000 $500,000 $233,000
Machinery and
Equipment $ 300,000 $150,000 $ 70,000
Nonbusiness
Real Estate $ 100,000 $ 50,000 $ 24,000
Personal and
Nonfarm $ 100,000 $ 50,000 $ 23,000
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Standardized assiMptlons concerning family characteristics and
estate plans were then combined with the data on asset composition and
ownership to facilitate analysis with the Iowa State Computer Assisted
Estate Planning Model. The standard assumptions concerning family
characteristics and estate plans used in the analysis were as follows;
Family
Husband—age 82
Wife—age 69
» Three chilren—ages 21, 25 and 29
Estate Plans;:
Husband—half to wife in trust (wife is the beneficiary and
children own the remainder interest); half to wife in
fee simple absolute.
Wife—half to husband in trust (husband is the beneficiary and
children own the remainder interest); half to husband in
fee simple absolute.
Estate Creation and Liquidation:
Rate of return on business assets—5%, nonbusiness assets—5%.
Rate of Inflation—8% on business assets only.
Earnings after income taxes and consumption are reinvested in
the same proportion as the beginning of period ownership
mix.
' Liquidation of property to meet settlement needs in following
order:
Cash—0% liquidation loss.
Stocks, bonds, securities—2% liquidation loss.
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Household and personal—"•6X liquidation loss.
Personal realty—15% liquidation loss.
Machinery, livestock, inventories~~6% liquidation loss*
The Iowa State University Computer Assisted Estate Planning Model
simulates the financial consequences of the Federal Estate Tax for
individuals with different family characteristics and various types of
firms and estates as characterized by size, asset composition atui owner
ship* The specific financial consequences calculated in the analysis
include:
1* Estate tax computations—gross estate, taxable estate, credits,
federal estate tax, state inheritance, or estate tax*
2* Liquidity needs and sources—cash requirements to pay tax
obligations and settlements costs; availability of ca.sh and insurance
proceeds•
3. Estate division—type of property and amount received by each
heir at the death of each spouse; final property ownerhsip by the heirs
after both parents have died.
A. Gift-transfers—amounts of gifts received by various heirs; gift
taxes due*
5* Estate growth—asset purchases; changing estate size and asset
ownership pattern over time; expected future tax, liquidity, and estate
division consequences of a larger or smaller estate in the future*
For each selected estate, two order of death scenarios were
evaluated. The first scenario assumes that death occurs immediately for
the husband with the wife dying immediately thereafter. The second
scenario estimates the dates of death for the spouses based on their life
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expectancies. During the time period preceding death, the estates of
both husband and wife are assumed to grow through reinvested earnings and
asset appreciation. For the expected life analyses, the ages arid health
of the spouses were uniform across all estates so that death for the
husband occurred after six years of estate growth; the wife died four
years thereafter.
Pre-1982 Law
Tables 7-9 summarize the financial consequences of the pre-1982
estate tax treatment of the selected farm estates. The numerical results
for the 1.5 million dollar estates will be used to illustrate the infor
mation contained in these tables. All simulations were completed under
the assumption that the estates did not qualify for either special use
valuation^^ or Installment payment of tax#^®
The results for the immediate death "scenario indicate that joint
tenancy ownership did not significantly affect federal estate taxation at
the first death. The federal estate tax liability as a percentage of the
husband's gross estate ranged from 14 percent for the estate with no
joint tenancy to 12 percent for the estate with 75 percent joint tenancy
ownership.
The lower tax liability for the 75 percent joint tenancy estate
reflects full use of the federal estate tax marital deduction. Prior to
the Econ<xaic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, the marital deduction was limited
to the greater of $250,000 or 50 percent of the adjusted gross estate
(providing the wife received a terminable interest in property of value
greater than or equal to the deduction taken). In these simulations, the
estates with no joint tenancy ownership are able to fully fund the trust
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Table 7. Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under Pre-1982 Law
for Illustrative $1,500,000 Estates
75% Joint 35% Joint 0% Joint
Tenancy Tenancy Tenancy
Estate Settlement-Immediate Death (1981)
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 1,459,351 1,447,111 1,436,391
Probate Costs ($) 29,179 47,539 63,609
Federal Estate Tax ($) 174,355 172,385 203,263
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 1,104,331 803,560 526,348
Federal Estate Tax ($) 147,494 118,535 62,461
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 321,849 290,920 265,724
Property Received by Efeirs ($) 963,485 1,004,968 1,046,008
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 65.05 67.95 70.56
Estate Settlement-Expected Life
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 2,495,535 2,476,118 2,459,110
Probate Costs ($) 45,982 78,577 107,097
Federal Estate Tax ($) 352,128 348,768 417,428
Wife's Death
Gross Estate (§) 2,751,850 2,117,865 1,484,491
Federal Estate Tax ($) 722,506 581,379 393,542
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 1,074,634 930,147 810,970
Property Received by Heirs ($) 1,915,749 2,116,573 2,275,332
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 55.57 61.30 65.95
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Table 8* Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under Pre~1982 Law
for Illustrative $730,000 Estates
75% Joint 35% Joint 0% Joint
Tenancy Tenancy Tenancy
Estate Settlement-Immediate Death (1981)
Husband*8 Death
Gross Estate ($) 729,441 723,321 717,951
Probate Costs ($) 15,834 25,014 33,049
Federal Estate Tax ($) 57,134 56,191 65,387
Wlfe*s Death
Gross Estate ($) 572,083 421,060 285,335
Federal Estate Tax ($) 71,662 45,299 15,361
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation (S) 128,796 101,490 80,748
Property Received by Heirs ($) 528,393 560,225 585,700
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 71.04 75.52 78.96
Estate Settlement-Expected Life
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 1,212,360 1,202,658 1,194,167
Probate Costs ($) 23,325 39,315 53,287
Federal Estate Tax ($) 133,839 132,239 155,860
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 1,362,816 1,041,891 746,023
Federal Estate Tax ($) 305,698 237,589 159,978
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 439,537 369,828 315,838
Property Received by Heirs ($) 1,052,528 1,126,750 1,205,105
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 62.86 67.83 71.97
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Table 9. Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under Pre-1982 I^w
for Illustrative $350,000 Estates
75% Joint
Tenancy
Estate Settlement-Immediate Death (1981)
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 338,681
Probate Costs ($) 8,654
Federal Estate Tax ($) 0
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 283,754
Federal Estate Tax ($) 30,486
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 30,486
Property Received by Heirs ($) 282,417
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 81«49
Estate Settlement-Expected Life
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 539,914
Probate Costs ($) 11,509
Federal Estate Tax ($) 27,706
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 632,815
Federal Estate Tax ($) 124,020
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 151,726
Property Received by Heirs ($) 526,651
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 70.47
35% Joint
Tenancy
335,869
12,936
0
213,960
9,252
9,252
307,246
88.22
535,460
18,777
27,003
478,822
82,070
109,073
567,768
76.74
0% Joint
Tenancy
333,311
16,689
0
152,627
0
0
317,569
91.41
531,403
25,109
31,495
345,149
46,201
77,696
607,125
81.59
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that is established by the decedent's will. As a result, the trust
receives nearly one-half of the estate while the wife receives the
remaining one-half less the federal estate tax liability and the state
inheritance tax attributable to her share. Following the reductions for
payment of taxes, the value actually distributed to the wife represents
less than one-half the adjusted gross estate. Thus, the maximuin federal
estate tax marital deduction (50 percent of the adjusted gross estate)
was not used.
In the 75 percent joint tenancy estate, on the other hand, the
ability to fund the trust is severely constrained; the trust receives 25
percent of the estate while the wife receives the remainder less the
federal estate tax and the state inheritance tax attributable to her
share. Here, the reduction due to taxes does not reduce the wife's fee
simple absolute share below one-half of the adjusted gross estate; the
full 50 percent federal estate tax marital deduction is, therefore,
available•
Despite the slightly lower federal estate tax liability at the first
death, the estate with the 75 percent joint tenancy ownership Incurs a
substantially higher federal estate tax liability ($147,494) at the
second death than either of the estates with less joint tenancy ownership
(no joint tenancy estate—$62.461; 35 percent joint tenancy estate--
$118,535). The effect of the disparate estate tax liabilities at the
second death is visible in the amount of property that is distributed to
the heirs. The heirs of the estate with no joint tenancy property
received 70.56 percent of their parents' property which is a
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substantially higher percentage than the 65.0 percent received by the
heirs of the estate with 75 percent joint tenancy ownership.
The relatively inefficient transfer of property between generations
that occurs in those estates dominated by joint tenancy ownership
illustrates the economic cost of the right of survivorship devise under
the pre-1982 law. Those who chose the joint tenancy survivorship trans
fer lost the opportunity to fund a legal life estate or a life estate in
trust that would have escaped estate taxation at the second death.
If death is assumed to have occurred in a number of years, rather
than immediately, the estates and the resulting tax liabilities increase
substantially (Tables 7-9). Although the presence of joint tenancy
ownership again did not significantly affect the estate tax liability at
the first death, the right of survivorship transfer contributed to the
larger tax liabilities levied on the surviving spouse's estate.
In the 35 percent and 75 percent joint tenancy estates, the combined
effect of: 1) the right of survivorship transfer (which precludes the
use of a life estate and, therefore, insures that the property devised
will be included in the estate of the second to die), 2) the growth in
estates through reinvestment and appreciation, and 3) the progressive tax
rate structure, produced significantly higher federal estate tax liabili
ties for the wife's estate. Specifically, the tax obligation at the
second death for the 75 percent joint tenancy case of $722,506 was 84
percent higher than the liability on the no joint tenancy estate
($393,542), and 24 percent larger than the estate tax obligation of the
estate with 35 percent joint tenancy ownership ($581,379).
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As expected, the farm with the most joint tenancy ownership Incurred
the largest total tax liabilites (at both deaths) when the pre-1982
estate tax provisions were applied ($321,849 of taxes due for the immedi
ate death scenario and $1,074,634 of taxes for the expected life projec
tion). For the 35 percent joint tenancy estate, $290,920 was due for the
immediate death scenario and $930,147 was paid for the expected life
projection; the estate without joint tenancy ownership incurred taxes of
$265,724 for the immediate death simulation and $810,970 under the
expected life projection.
The economic cost of the right of survivorship transfer (or, alter
natively, the value of using a generation skipping trust or legal life
estate) is not only visible in the estate tax liabilities, but also in
the amount of property received by the heirs. The heirs of the estate
without joint tenancy ownership received 70.56 percent of their parents'
property in the immediate death scenario and 65.95 percent under the
expected life projections. On the other hand, the heirs of the heavy
joint tenancy estate received 65.05 percent of the parents* property
under the immediate death simulation and only 55.57 percent under the
expected life scenario.
Many joint tenancies were undoubtedly formed at a time when the
average estate was not of a size that would incur a substantial federal
estate tax obligation. For those estates not threatened by the federal
estate tax, the right of survivorship transfer may have been a relatively
efficient means for distributing property. The heirs of the $350,000,
75 percent joint tenancy estate, for example, received 81.49 percent of
their parents* property. The preceding estimations indicate, however.
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that for those estates that grew to taxable levels, joint tenancy owner
ship was quite costly; by exposing joint tenancy property to the federal
estate tax in both estates, the right of survivorship transfer forced the
depletion of the amount of property available to the heirs.
Severance of Joint Tenancies Prior to 1982
Although there appear to have been reasons for many joint tenants to
alter their form of ownership, the pre-1982 federal gift tax provisions
often discouraged the severance of joint tenancies into other forms of
co-ownership. In general, the termination of a joint tenancy arrangement
triggered a gift tax liability if tl^ proceeds of termination were not
retutTied to the co-tenants in accordance with their interests in the
property prior to the termination,^^ Because most transactions into
joint tenancy ownership were subjected to the federal gift tax, joint
tenants typically owned an undivided one-half interest in the property
(either from a gift or through contribution) prior to severance. For
those joint tenancies created with equal contributions and for those
created with unequal contributions and reported on timely filed gift tax
returns, severance into a tenancy in common ownership did not trigger a
gift tax liability; the joint tenants had undivided one-half interests
prior to the severance and retained the same ownership interest under the
tenancy in common arrangement.^*^
As indicated earlier, however, joint tenancy bank accounts, U.S.
government savings bonds held in joint tenancy and husband and wife joint
tenancies in real estate created after 1954 were not subjected to the
federal gift tax.^^ For these joint tenancies, the fact of a gift
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(unequal contributions on creation), is held in abeyance until the joint
tenancy is terminated. Although the regulations did allow a married
couple to elect to treat a po8t-1954 joint tenancy real estate acquisi
tion as a gift and pay the resulting gift tax, it is believed that few
husbands and wives elected to do so. Since, in many instances, land
values have appreciated greatly, a termination of a joint tenancy in real
estate could trigger a substantial gift.
Example: Gift reported upon creation A and B as husband and wife
joint tenants purchased $100,000 of common stock on March 15, 1965» A
provided $90,000 while B contributed the remaining $10,000. A gift tax
return was timely filed; it reported a gift of $40,000 from A to B, Cta
December 15 when A and B decided to transform the joint tenancy in common
(with equal ownership), the stock was valued at $200,000. The severance
did not involve a gift as illustrated in the following calculations:
Value of stock 12-15-80 200,000
Value of stock 3-15-65 100,000
Appreciation factor 2
Value of B's share 3-15-65 (contribution + gift) 50,000
Value of B's share 12-15-80 (50,000 * 2) 100,000
Value received by B on severance • 1/2 interest
in a $200,000 tenancy in common » 100,000
Gift triggered by severance 0
Example: Gift not reported upon creation A and B as husband and
wife joint tenants purchased 200 acres of farmland on March 15, 1965 for
$100,000. Individual A provided the entire consideration; a gift tax
return was not filed. On December 15, 1980 when A and B wanted to
transform the joint tenancy arrangement into a tenancy in common (with
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equal ownership) the value of the property was $400,000. When the joint
tenancy was severed, a gift of $200,000 was realized as documented in the
following calculations:
Value of land 3-15-65 100,000
A's share on 3-15-65 100,000
B*s share on 3-15-65 0
Value of land 12-15-80 400,000
A's share 12-15-80 100*000 * " 400,000
B»s share 12-15-80 qqq * 400,000 - 0
B*s interest after severance « 1/2 interest in a
$400,000 tenancy in common = 200,000
Gift triggered by severance » (interest received) -
(prior interest) = 200,000 - 0 * 200,000
The federal marital gift tax deduction was available to be applied
against any gift tax resulting from a joint tenancy severance* Depending
on the size of the gift, therefore, a gift tax obligation that was
created by a severance may not have required an actual payment of tax.
Prior to 1982, 100 percent of qualifying gifts to a spouse up to $100,000
and 50 percent of qualifying gifts to a spouse over $200,000 were deduct
ible for federal gift tax purposes. However, to the extent the 100
percent gift tax marital deduction on the first $100,000 of gifts
exceeded 50 percent of the gift amount reported on the federal gift tax
return, the difference was substracted from the maximum allowable federal
estate tax marital deduction at death*
To document the Impact of severance under pre~1982 law, the joint
tenancies In the Illustrative estates were severed and the financial
consequences recomputed. After the joint tenancies are severed and
tenancies in common created, the wife is recognized as owning one-half
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the value of the newly created joint interest. Ilie effect is to exclude
one-half the value of joint property from the husband^s taxable estate
and reduce the federal estate tax liability at his death. For the $1.5
million, 75 percent joint tenancy estate, the severance of all joint
tenancy ownership prior to death resulted in an estate tax liability at
the husband's death that was six percent lower ($352,128 compared to
$334,395) than the tax obligation that occurred had the joint tenancies
not been terminated (Tables 7 and 10). After applying the federal gift
tax marital deduction, the gift tax liability resulting from the sever
ance was $84,315. Although the unified credit was applied against this
liability and was, therefore, unavailable to offset the federal estate
tax liability, the reduction in the size of the estate more than compen
sated for the loss of the unified credit. However, the total tax (gift
tax and estate tax) increased for this size estate with severance—the
lo^r estate tax was more than offset by the gift tax.
Severance also lowered the federal estate tax liability at the
husband's death for the $350,000, 75 percent joint tenancy estate
($27,706 to $22,069) (Tables 9 and 12). Here, use of the unified credit
and the federal gift tax marital deduction excused the payment of a
federal gift tax. Due to the size of the gift, the estate retained
almost full use of both the unified credit and the federal estate tax
marital deduction. Furthermore, the reduction in the unified credit and
marital deduction wrought by the severance was not costly given the
smaller estate that was produced by the gift.
For the $750,000, 75 percent joint tenancy estate, however, the
severance of joint tenancy ownership did not lower the federal estate tax
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Table 10. Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under Pre-1982 law
for Illustrative $1,500,000 Estate After Severance of Joint
Tenancies
75% Joint 35% Joint
Tenancy Tenancy
Estate Settlement—Expected Life
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 1.596,550
Probate Costs ($) 64,194 87,088
Gift by Severance ($) 562,500 262,500
Tax Paid on Gift ($) 37,315 0
Marital Deduction ($) 632,600 1,088,411
Federal Estate Tax ($) 334,395 420,745
Wife's Death ^
Gross Estate (S) 1,975,928
Federal Estate Tax ($) 604,726 465,972
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 939,121 886,717
Property Received by Ifeirs ($) 1,992,000 2,156,095
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 60.35 63.63
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Table 11. Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under Pre-1982
Law for Illustrative $730,000 Estate After Severance of Joint
Tenancies
75% Joint 35% Joint
Tenancy Tenancy
Estate Settlement-Expected Life
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 829,289 1,048,722
Probate Costs ($) 32,431 43,561
Gift by Severance ($) 281,250 131,250
Tax Paid on Gift ($) 0 0
Marital Deduction ($) 340,840 492,732
Federal Estate Tax ($) 146,372 154,090
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 974,025 827,484
Federal Estate Tax ($) 245,093 181,837
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 391,465 336,027
Property Received by Heirs ($) 1,106,903 1,180,696
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 67*77 71«04
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Table 12, Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under Pre-1982
Law for Illustrative $350,000 Estate After Severance of Joint
Tenancies
75% Joint 35% Joint
Tenancy Tenancy
Estate Settlement-Expected Life
Husband*s Death
Gross Estate ($) 367,078 466,500
Probate Costs ($) 15,775 20,741
Gift by Severance ($) 131,250 61,250
Tax Paid on Gift ($) 0 0
Marital Deduction ($) 145,358 220,875
Federal Estate Tax ($) 22,069 29,638
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 461,349 385,609
Federal Estate Tax ($) 82,066 56,734
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 104,135 86,372
Property Received by Heirs ($) 591,121 604,248
Percent of Parent*s Property
EJeceived by Heirs (%) 78.98 80.96
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liability at the husband's death ($133,839 prior to severance; $146,372
following severance) (Tables 8 and 11). The use of the unified credit to
cover the gift tax liability resulting from the severance proved costly
as the estate remaining after the gift was large enough to incur a
substantial federal estate tax liability.
In some cases, therefore, use of the unified credit to cover the
gift tax obligation triggered by the severance offset the benefits gained
from the exclusion of one-half the joint tenancy property from the
estate. In all cases, however, the severance of the joint tenancy
relationships (and the resulting destruction of the right of survivorship
transfer), freed property to be used in the funding of death tax saving
life estates.
The beneficial effect of the flexibility created by the termination
of the joint tenancies is visible at the second death. Prior to sever
ance, the surviving spouse's estate in the 1.5 million dollar, 75 percent
joint tenancy case incurred an estate tax liability of $722,506; had the
joint tenancies been severed prior to the first death (with the property
used to complete the funding of the 50 percent life estate), the estate
tax obligation at the wife's death would have been reduced by 27 percent
to $604,726 (Tables 7 and 10). For the $750,000 estate, the federal
estate tax liability at the second death was 20 percent lower ($305,648
to $245,093; Tables 8 and 11) following severance of the joint tenancies;
for the small estate, the tax obligation was 34 percent lower ($124,020
to $82,066; Tables 9 and 12).
As indicated earlier, the lower tax liability at the second death
reflects the husband's larger devise in life estate to the wife* Prior
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to severance, the husband In the 75 percent joint tenancy cases could
fund a life estate with only 25 percent of his property; the remaining 75
percent was owned in joint tenancy and therefore passed automatically to
the wife in fee simple absolute upon his death* Following severance, the
husband regained the ability to devise to the surviving spouse in fee
only that amount of property that would fully utilize the credits and the
allowable marital deduction ^ile the remainder could be passed to the
wife in a life estate that would escape taxation at her death. In
effect, the larger funding of the life estate insured that the husband's
property would be taxed only once across the spouses* lives the federal
estate tax marital deduction shielded one-half of the estate from taxa
tion at the husband's death while the life estate protected one-half of
the property from taxation at the wife's death.
The lower total tax liabilities (estate plus gift) produced by the
severance of the joint tenancies are reflected In the amount of property
that was passed to the heirs. Termination of the joint tenancies
resulted in five percent more property being passed to the heirs of the
$1.5 million, 75 percent joint tenancy estate, five percent more for the
heirs of the $750,000, 75 percent joint tenancy estate, and nine percent
more for the heirs of the $350,000, 75 percent joint tenancy estate.
Although the tax liability could have apparently been reduced by
severing the joint tenancy form of ownership, the gift tax produced by
some severances discouraged such action. For example, even after
applying the federal gift tax marital deduction and tl^ unified credit,
the severance in the $1.5 million, 75 percent joint tenancy estate
resulted in a gift tax obligation of $37,315. If the liquidity problems
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created by the gift tax liability did not deter co-owners from severing
joint tenancies, it is quite likely that the opportunity cost placed on
the payment of gift tax immediately as opposed to not severing and paying
the tax on the right of survivorship transfer at death did. The decision
to not sever may, in fact, have been optimal as the present value of the
estate tax savings may not have exceeded the gift tax that was due
Immediately upon severance*
Impact of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
As indicated earlier, the provisions of the Economic Recovery Tax
Act of 1981 include an unlimited gift tax marital deduction which effec
tively shields all transfers between husbands and wives from the federal
gift tax. The implication is that if, in fact, the financial conse
quences of joint tenancy ownership remain undesirable under the 1981 Act,
a couple may sever the arrangement without incurring a federal gift tax
liability.
Tables 13-15 summarize the financial consequences of the estate tax
treatment of the selected farm estates under the Economic Recovery Tax
Act of 1981. The numerical results for the largest estates will again be
used to illustrate the information contained in these tables.
Due to the unlimited marital deduction and the exclusion of one-half
the valiie of joint tenancy property, the 75 percent joint tenancy estate
does not incur an estate tax obligation at the first death. In this
estate, all property transferred in fee by the right of survivorship is
shielded from taxation by the federal estate tax marital deduction.
Although the nonjoint tenancy property in this estate (25 percent of the
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Table 13- Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under ERTA-1981
for Illustrative $1,500,000 Estates
75% Joint 35% Joint 0% Joint
Tenancy Tenancy Tenancy
Estate Settlement-Immediate Death (1982)
Husband's Death
Gross Estate (§) 908,321 1,189,961 2,459,110
Probate Costs ($) 29,179 47,539 63,609
Federal Estate Tax ($) 0 71,978 155,068
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 1,190,014 851,161 548,224
Federal Estate Tax ($) 316,344 191,680 82,774
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 316,344 263,658 237,842
Property Received by Heirs ($) 950,523 1,025,529 1,070,729
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 63.37 68.37 71*38
Estate Settlement-Expected Life (1982)
Husband *s Death
Gross Estate ($) 1,468,651 1,996,900 2,459,110
Probate Costs ($) 45,982 78,577 107,097
Federal Estate Tax ($) 0 49,113 200,938
Wlf6 ^8
Gross Estate ($) 3,124,227 2,345,831 1,644,432
Federal Estate Tax ($) 951,987 627,057 343,559
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 95U987 676,170 544,497
Property Received by Heirs ($) 2,087,904 2,236,512 2,268,166
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 56»55 64.70 69.23
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Table 14, Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under ERTA-1981
for Illustrative $750,000 Estates
75% Joint
Tenancy
Estate Settlement-Iramediate Death (1982)
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 453,916
Probate Costs ($) 15,834
Federal Estate Tax ($) 0
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 601,438
Federal Estate Tax ($) 116,474
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 116,474
Property Received by Heirs ($) 539,085
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Efeirs (%) 71.78
35% Joint
Tenancy
594,736
25,014
271
448,670
67,126
67,397
596,318
79.40
Estate Settlement-Expected Life (1982)
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 712,724 969,484
Probate Costs ($) 23,325 39,315
Federal Estate Tax ($) 0 ®
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 1,510,814 1,154,011
Federal Estate Tax ($) 302,774 173,887
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 302,774 173,887
Property Received by Heirs ($) 1,215,797 1,271,680
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 68.53 75.99
0% Joint
Tenancy
717,951
33,049
39,600
296,880
12,613
52,213
614,018
81.76
1,194,167
53,287
0
834,210
63,900
63,900
1,319.896
83.68
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Table 15. Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under ERTA-1981
for Ulustrative $350,000 Estates
75% Joint
Tenancy
Estate Settlement-Immediate Death (1982)
Husband*8 Death
Gross Estate ($) 210,096
Probate Costs ($) 8,654
Federal Estate Tax ($) 0
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 284,973
Federal Estate Tax ($) 16,651
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 16,651
Property Received by Heirs ($) 299,619
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 85.61
Estate Settlement-Expected Life (1982)
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 316,141
Probate Costs ($) 11,509
Federal Estate Tax ($) 0
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 673,314
Federal Estate Tax ($) 10,193
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 10,193
Property Received by Heirs ($) 678,247
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 87.06
35% Joint
Tenancy
275,864
12,936
0
214,607
0
0
319,749
9U34
431,025
18,777
0
510,916
0
0
653,814
89.14
)% Joint
Tenancy
210,096
16,689
0
284,973
0
0
317,569
90.73
316,141
25,109
0
673,314
0
0
621,407
89.68
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gross estate) is used to fund a life estate and is, therefore» not
protected from taxation by the marital deduction, the unified credit is
available to cover the tentative federal estate tax levied on the value
of its property.
Both the estate with 35 percent joint tenancy ownership and the
estate without joint tenancy ownership incur a significant federal estate
tax liability at the first death ($71,978 for the 35 percent joint
tenancy estate; $155,068 for the no joint tenancy estate; Table 13). In
each of these estates, one-half of the husband's property Is free to be
used in funding a life estate in trust for the wife. Because the trust
is not considered a terminable Interest, the marital deduction will not
shield the value of property placed in the trust from federal estate
taxation.
Although a full funding of the trust (which prevents less than full
use of the marital deduction) creates a federal estate tax liability at
the first death, the trust property escapes taxation at the death of the
surviving spouse. Thus, in those cases where the right of survivorship
transfer does not interfere with the funding of the life estate, only
one-half the original property is taxed at the death of the surviving
spouse; the 35 percent joint tenancy estate Incurred a tax obligation of
$191,680 at the death of the surviving spouse while the estate without
joint tenancy ownership paid $82,774 at the second death (Table 13). On
the other hand, where the life estate receives only 25 percent of the
original property, the remaining 75 percent is subjected to taxation at
the second death and results in a federal estate tax liability of
$316,344 (Table 13).
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The tax savings created by the exclusion of the trust property from
the estate of the second spouse to die more than offsets the higher
estate tax obligation that the use of the trust produces at the first
death* The federal estate tax paid over both deaths totaled $237,842 for
the 0 percent joint tenancy scenario, $263,658 for the 35 percent joint
tenancy case and $316,344 for the 75 percent joint tenancy estate (Table
13), Hiese figures and the projections for passage of property to the
heirs indicate that the Inconsistency between the use of the right of
survivorship transfer and the goal of maximizing wealth distribution
remains under the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. The heirs of the no
joint tenancy estate receive 71,38 percent of their parents' property,
the heirs of the estate with 35 percent joint tenancy ownership receive
68.3 percent, while the heirs of the 75 percent joint tenancy estate
receive only 63.3 percent (Table 13). Quite clearly, the efficiency of
property transfer between generations decreases as joint tenancy owner
ship increases.
In the expected life projections, the unlimited marital deduction,
the unified credit and the exclusion of one-half the value of joint
tenancy property again combine to protect the 75 percent joint tenancy
estate from the federal estate tax at the first death. However, the 35
percent joint tenancy estate and the estate without joint tenancy owner
ship incur federal estate tax liabilities of $49,113 and $200,938 respec
tively (Table 13). Complete funding of the life estate, which precludes
full use of the unlimited marital deduction, again explains the tax
obligation at the first death for these estates* It should be noted that
due to the stepped up unified credit of $192,800 (available in 1987—the
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projected year of death) the tax obligation at the first death in the 0
percent and 35 percent joint tenancy cases is lower (as a percentage of
the gross estate) in the expected life projections than in the immediate
death scenario. In other words, less than full use of the marital deduc
tion becomes less costly as the unified credit is adjusted upward.
Furthermore, given the anticipated growth in estate size and the
progressive tax rate structure, the exclusion of the life estate from the
taxable estate of the second to die also becomes more valuable with time.
The federal estate tax liabilities in the surviving spouse's estate in
the 0 percent and 35 percent joint tenancy cases ($343,559 and $627,057,
respectively; Table 13), are substantially smaller than the surviving
spouse's estate tax obligation of $951,987 In the 75 percent joint
tenancy case. As in the iounediate death scenario, the tax savings
produced by the life estate at the second death more than compensate for
the larger estate tax bill at the first death. The federal estate tax
paid over both deaths totaled $544,497 for the case without joint tenancy
ownership, $676,170 for the 35 percent joint tenancy case and $951,987
for the case with 75 percent joint tenancy ownership (Table 13).
Although the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 permits spousal joint
tenancy property to escape estate taxation at the first death, it is once
again evident that the right of survivorship transfer frustrates the
efforts of those who wish to maximize the distribution of wealth to their
heirs. In the case without joint tenancy ownership, the heirs receive
69.23 percent of their parents' property, a significantly higher percent
age than the 64.70 percent received by the heirs of the 35 percent joint
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tenancy estate and the 56.55 percent received by the heirs of the estate
with 75 percent joint tenancy ownership (Table 13).
Severance of Joint Tenancies Under ERTA-1981
It appears, therefore, that there is still some motivation for co-
tenants to sever their joint tenancy interests and create another form of
co-ownership. Furthermore, as Indicated earlier, the unlimited federal
gift tax marital deduction of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981,
permits all spousal joint tenancies to be severed without gift tax conse
quences. The severance of joint tenancies will not reduce the federal
estate tax liability at the first death as the new law already excludes
one-half the value of all spousal joint tenancy property from the estate
of the first to die. Through the elimination of the right of survivor
ship transfer, however, severance will provide the co-tenants with the
opportunity to employ techniques for reducing estate taxes at the death
of the surviving spouse.
Severance of the joint tenancies in the $1.5 million, 75 percent
joint tenancy estate frees $1,125,000 worth of property from tte right of
survivorship transfer and allows the co-tenants to fund a legal life
estate or a life estate in trust with all or part of this property (Table
16). If, following severance, the husband's share of the proceeds is
used to complete the funding of a life estate in trust, the severance
will reduce the federal estate tax on the surviving spouse's estate by
$239,573 ($951,987 obligation without severance; $712,414 liability with
severance; Tables 13 and 16). Although use of a life estate limits the
marital deduction and therefore results in a higher tax liability at the
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Table 16. Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under ERTA-1981
for Illustrative $1,500,000 Estates After Severance of Joint
Tenancies
75% Joint 35% Joint
Tenancy Tenancy
Estate Settlement-Expected Life
Husband *8 Death
Gross Estate ($) 1,450,441 1,988,388
Probate Costs ($) 64,194 87.088
Gift by Severance (S) 562,500 262,500
Tax Paid on Gift ($) 0 0
Marital Deduction ($) 724,567 993,127
Federal Estate Tax ($) 27,732 118,217
Wife^s Death
Gross Estate ($) 2,551,912 2,047,197
Federal Estate Tax ($) 712,414 498,473
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 740,146 616,690
Property Received by Heirs ($) 2,269,910 2,277,724
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 64.23 67.46
a.
1 _• I : 13^-5
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Table 17* Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Under ERTA-1981
for Illustrative $750,000 Estates After Severance of Joint
Tenancies
75% Joint 35% Joint
Tenancy Tenancy
Estate Settlement-Expected Life
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 351,478 965,239
Probate Costs ($) 32,431 43,561
Gift by Severance ($) 281,250 262,500
Tax Paid on Gift ($) 0 0
Marital Deduction ($) 351,478 482,090
Federal Estate Tax ($) 0 0
Wife's Death
Gross Estate ($) 1,235,978 1,025,675
Federal Estate Tax ($) 202,248 227,438
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 202,248 128,889
Property Received by Heirs ($) 1,289,224 1,305,793
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 75.86 79.69
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Table 18. Financial Consequences of Estate Settlement Uoder ERTA-1981
for Illustrative $350,000 Estates After Severance of Joint
Tenancies
75% Joint 35% Joint
Tenancy Tenancy
Estate Settlement-EKpected Life
Husband's Death
Gross Estate ($) 311,875 429,061
Probate Costs ($) 15,775 20,741
Gift by Severance ($) 131,250 61,250
Tax Paid on Gift ($) 0 0
Marital Deduction ($) 155,777 214,152
Federal Estate Tax ($) 0 0
Wife*s Death
Gross Estate ($) 543,125 450,838
Federal Estate Tax ($) 0 0
Total Federal Estate Tax
Obligation ($) 0 0
Property Received by Heirs ($) 72,079 646,112
Percent of Parent's Property
Received by Heirs (%) 90.39 90.11
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first death, the tax obligation attributable to the life estate (§27,332)
is more than compensated for by the tax savings it produces at the second
death. By reducing the total estate tax liability over both deaths by
$211,841 ($951,987-$740,146; Tables 13 and 16). the severance of joint
tenancies increases the amount of property distributed to the heirs by
almost eight percent (64.23 percent received after severance; 56.55
percent received without severance).
Severance of the joint tenancy form of ownership produces similar
favorable results In the other illustrative cases. The termination of
the right of survivorship transfer in the $750,000, 75 percent joint
tenancy estate releases property valued at $562,500 to be used in the
funding of a death tax saving life estate. Ihe estate tax savings
produced by the increased funding of the life estate ($100,526) allow the
heirs of this estate to receive 7.3percent more of their parents*
property (75.86 percent received after severance; 68.53 percent received
without severance). Although the tax savings created by severance will
be less substantial in smaller estates and estates with less joint
tenancy ownership (e.g., savings of $44,998 for the $750,000, 35 percent
estate; $61,580 for the $1.5 million, 35 percent joint tenancy case), the
replacement of the right of survivorship transfer with a life estate
arrangement will frequently increase and never decrease the amount of
wealth distributed to the heirs.
Summary
Farm families recognize that careful planning and management are tl:^
key Ingredients to establishing and maintaining a successful business in
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today's economic environment. Because the farm family and the farm
business are so often closely related, business planning and estate
planning must be tackled together. One of the basic decisions in
structuring the farm business and in developing the estate plan is
determining how property should be owned* In this paper, we have
analyzed the legal and financial consequences of property ownership in
the form of joint tenancy with the right of survivorship.
A survey of probate files in five Iowa counties indicates widespread
use of the joint tenancy form of ownership* QE the estates sampled, more
than one-half had 75 percent or more of the gross estate owned In joint
tenancy. Of those estates that listed farming as the occupation of the
decedent, one-third had 75 percent or more of the estate owned in joint
tenancy.
An inverse relationship between joint tenancy ownership and
intestacy was identified in the survey; this suggests that the right of
survivorship transfer is often used as a substitute for a formal will.
Thus, it appears that the popularity of the joint tenancy form of
ownership is, in part, attributable to the quickness and ease with which
joint tenancy property Is distributed upon the death of the first joint
tenant•
However, an inverse relationship also exists between estate size and
joint tenancy ownership. This relationship suggests that individuals
with substantial property holdings have been made aware of the potential
death tax problems created by the inflexibility of the right of
survivorship transfer. Indeed, the estate taxation of joint tenancy
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property has been such a concern that Congress has revised the relevant
tax provisions three times since 1976.
In theory, the federal estate tax is levied on the economic value of
all property transferred from the taxable estate to the surviving spouse
and/or heirs. Thus, if an individual contributes 25 percent toward the
acquisition of joint tenancy property, one would presume that upon death,
this 25 percent would be transferred to the surviving joint tenant by the
right of survivorship and that the federal estate tax would be levied
accordingly* However, regardless of the actual value transferred by the
right of survivorship, we noted that the consideration furnished rule of
the estate tax law frequently cause the full value of joint tenancy
property to be taxed upon the death of the first joint tenant. This
undesirable result most often occurs ^ere the surviving joint tenant can
not document contribution towards the acquisition of the joint tenancy
property. Although the fractional interest and credit for services rules
were enacted during the 1970*s to correct the perceived unfairness of the
consideration furnished rule, the eligibility requirements for these new
provisions discouraged their use. It is likely, therefore, that the
consideration furnished rule governed the taxation of joint tenancy
property in the farm sector until the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981.
With the enactment of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, for
spousal joint tenancies only, each joint tenant will be viewed as owning
one-half of the joint tenancy property. Thus, upon the death of the
first joint tenant, the federal estate tax will be imposed on only one-
half the value of the joint tenancy property. This treatment effectively
ignores each spouse's contribution toward the acquisition of the joint
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tenancy property. Although the new provision continues to distort the
value that Is actually transferred by the right of survivorship, the
distortion would appear to be without cost as an unlimited marital deduc
tion Is available to remove the remaining one-half interest from the
decedent's taxable estate. The new provisions, therefore, permit all
joint tenancy property owned by spouses to escape federal estate taxation
at the first death.
The 1981 Act does not, however, eliminate the inflexibllty of the
right of survivorship transfer, nor does it prevent the stacking of
property in the estate of the second to die. The joint tenancy devise
continues to transfer a fee simple absolute interest to the surviving co-
tenant which prevents the use of life estates, generation skipping trusts
and other tax savings vehicles. Furthermore, nonspousal joint tenancies
continue to be taxed under the consideration furnished rule whereby the
fuU vali» of joint tenancy property is subject to the federal estate tax
in the estate of the first to die, except to the extent that the
surviving joint tenant can show contribution toward the acquisition of
such property.
To compare the current estate tax treatment of joint tenancy
property with prior law, three representative farm estates were
identified based on the survey and analyzed using a computerized
simulation model.
Pre-1982 Law
As expected, the estates with the most joint tenancy ownership
incurred the largest total estate tax liabilities under the pre-1982
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estate tax provisions. To illustrate for the expected life scenario, the
$1.5 million, 75 percent joint tenancy farm paid a total of $1,074,634 in
federal estate tax when death occurred in 10 years, while the same farm
with no joint tenancy paid $810,970.
As is evident from this comparison, those who relied heavily on the
right of survivorship transfer lost the ability to employ methods of
transfer that provide estate tax savings at the death of the surviving
spouse* The right of survivorship devise subjected joint tenancy
property to the estate tax at the death of the first joint tenant and
again in the estate of the survivor. Those without joint tenancy
ownership, on the other hand, could employ methods of transfer which
would insure that property was subjected to the federal estate tax only
once across the spouse*s lives.
The inefficiency of the right of survivorship transfer under prior
law is not only visable in the estate tax liabilities, but also in the
amount of property received by the heirs. Hie heirs of the large estate
noted above without joint tenancy ownership received 65-95 percent of
their parent's property in the expected life projections, while the heirs
of the heavy joint tenancy estates received only 55.57 percent.
Although there appears to have been an incentive for many joint
tenants to alter their form of ownership, the pre-1982 federal gift tax
provisions often discouraged the severance of joint tenancies into other
forms of co-ownership. For example, in the large representative estate
with heavy joint tenancy ownership noted ealrier, severance of the joint
tenancies would have triggered a federal gift of $84,315. Unfortunately,
severance of the joint tenancy form of ownership did not produce
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liquidity; the prospect of paying a substantial gift tax may, therefore,
have prevented many joint tenants from altering their form of ownership.
If, however, the gift tax liability did not present insurmountable
liquidity problems, a severance of the joint tenancy form of ownership
created substantial estate tax savings. Not only did severance remove
one-half the value of the joint tenancy property from the taxable estate
of the first to die, it also allowed the joint tenants to fund life
estates with property formerly held in joint tenancy. The life estate,
of course, protected the property from the federal estate tax at the
death of the surviving co-tenant.
In fact, in the simulations the total estate tax savings created by
tlM severance of the joint tenancies more than offset any gift tax that
was levied. In the $1.5 million, 75 percent joint tenancy estate, for
example, the total tax liability (estate and gift) assuming severance was
$98,198 less than the total tax liability that would have been imposed
had the joint tenancies not been severed. The lower total tax liability
is reflected in the amount of property that was passed to the heirs;
termination of the joint tenancies in the large heavy joint tenancy
estate resulted in 5 percent more property being passed to the heirs.
Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981
In addition to substantially altering the taxation of joint tenancy
property, the Economic Recovery Tax act of 1981 ERTA) contained an
unlimited gift tax marital deduction which shields all transfers between
husbands and wives from the federal gift tax. The implication is, of
course, that if the financial consequences of joint tenancy ownership
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remained undesirable under the 1981 Act, a couple could sever the
arrangement without incurring a federal gift tax obligation.
Although the ERTA provisions permit spousal joint tenancy property
to escape taxation at the first death, it is once again evident that the
right of survivorship transfer frustrates the efforts of those who wish
to raaximisEe the distribution of wealth to their heirs. The right of
survivorship devise continues to subject the full value of joint tenancy
property to the federal estate tax in tbe estate of the surviving joint
tenant. To illustrate, the $1,5 million, 75 percent joint tenancy farm
paid a total of $961,987 in federal estate taxassuming death in 10 years,
while the same farm without joint tenancy ownership paid just $343,559
under the ERTA provisions. Furthermore, in the farm without joint
tenancy ownership, the heirs received 69.23 percent of their f>arent*8
property, while the heirs of the 75 percent joint tenancy farm received
just 56.55 percent of their parent's property.
Although the ERTA estate tax provisions treat joint tenancy property
slightly more favorably than prior law, it is evident that there is still
some motivation for co-tenants to severe their joint tenancy interest and
create another form of co-ownership. By eliminating the right of
survivorship transfer, severance will free co-tenants to employe
techniques for reducing estate taxes at the death of the surviving
spouse. Severance of the joint tenancies in the $1.5 million, 75 percent
joint tenancy estate, for example, reduced the total tax liability over
both deaths by $211,841, and allowed the heirs of this estate to receive
19.31 percent more property than they would receive if the joint
tenancies were not severed. Furthermore, the severance of spousal joint
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tenancies will no longer present liquidity problems as the unlimited gift
tax marital deduction will prevent a gift tax obligation from being
Imposed•
Before the conclusion is reached that the joint tenancy form of
ownership is to be avoided completely, one should recall that for those
estates not threatened by the federal estate tax, the right of survivor
ship transfer may be a relatively efficient and desirable means for
distributing property. In those Instances, the joint tenancy arrangement
may significantly reduce the time and expense Involved in planning and
administering an estate without inflicting a burdensome federal estate
tax obligation.
However, even in situations where the federal estate tax is not of
concern, the potential problems created by the inflexibility of the right
of survivorship transfer may encourage co-owners to avoid the joint
tenancy form of ownership. Because joint tenants are locked into the
right of survivorship transfer scheme, they are unable to alter the
distribution of their property in response to a change in personal or
economic circumstances. Where the survivor is ill, or otherwise
disabled, or is a spendthrift, a transfer in trust would be more
propeclous. The automatic survivorship feature, of course, precludes use
of the trust device. Furthermore, decisions regarding use of jointly
owned property and division of Income generated by it may be particularly
troublesome unless the co-tenants are able to work as a team.
For those estates large enough to be subjected to the federal estate
tax, the right of survivorship transfer frustrates the efforts of many
who wish to maximize the distribution of wealth to their heirs. Because
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the joint tenancy form of ownership is so ladened with potential
problems, those contemplating a joint ownership arrangement and those
currently owning property in joint tenancy should careful consider
alternative means of property ownership.
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